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Fame comes at a price. Filming for season two of The Fame Game has begun, and star Madison

Parker is doing something she never thought she'd do: avoiding the PopTV cameras. She knows

Trevor will come groveling and that she'll go back to the show eventually - but on her terms. Fame

can turn a girl into a pawn, and Madison knows that's not the life she wants. Fame can turn a girl

into a target, too, something her Fame Game costars are quickly learning. Up-and-coming actress

Carmen is trying to figure out who's feeding gossip about her to the press, and all signs point to

someone from her inner circle. Meanwhile, the tabloids have dubbed Kate "The Boring One" but if

she's so boring, why is she the one with the boyfriend and a stalker? Help comes from an

unexpected place as Madison gives Kate pointers about how to work the reality-TV system. But will

Kate take the advice too far? As the girls' careers heat up, so do their love lives, and they each

discover that chasing their dreams almost always comes at a price. In the exciting conclusion to her

Fame Game series, best-selling author and fashion designer Lauren Conrad pulls back the curtain

on Hollywood to reveal that being glamorous isn't always pretty.
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I am a new Lauren Conrad fan! I started the Fame Game series because a friend had book one and

I was hooked immediately. This third book in the series is great, but not as great as the first two! A

long of the action happens at the end of all the books and this one is no different, it leaves you

wanting more and salivating for more gossip and adventure. The writing is really well done and



nothing is too far fetched to be believable .. if you're heading to the beach or the pool then you

should throw this series on your kindle or in your beach bag because you'll be hooked too!

Lauren Conrad did it again! I have always been a fan of hers since Laguna Beach & I'm happy she's

branching out into writing. I may be a bit biased, but Lauren can do no wrong. I love how each

series tied well into one another & each left a place in end for more to come. If LC is writing more

books, I can't wait for them to come!!

The first two books in the series were better but they followed the same pattern as this one. Boring,

boring chapters to fill pages and then BAM, she crammed all the juicy bits in the last chapter.

However, this last book was worse because it was boring pretty much the entire book, and the

ending was just an abrupt, shallow and tidy few chapters. Lots of drama occurred but there were no

real confrontations, they were resolved behind the scenes and mentioned in a few sentences. LC's

no dummy (or more likely, those around her aren't) I was manipulated into buying book 2 &3

because they had good cliffhangers. If you must know how this trilogy ends you'll probably want to

buy it. Personally, I felt it was a letdown.

Lauren Conrad is a good author, it's kinda interesting to read about all the things that can go on

behind the scenes of reality tv. And I think people like to try to figure out which incidences in the

book may have happened in real life as Lauren was filming the series and which are made up. And

also who each character in the book resembles which cast member from the tv series. For some

reason with this particular book, I have been reading it on and off since I ordered it the night it was

released. Ususally I will pretty much read a book start to finish. These books are a good series tho,

and I'd recomend buying them. I also like to see how the characters evolve thru the series. Madalyn

reminds me of Heidi, only it seems Madalyn may actually have a heart and change for the better.

Go ahead and order the book, see what you think!

this series was as addicting as LA Candy.... maybe even more so. I was so sad when I came to the

last couple of pages. I wanted more! But I was happy with the way each character's story was

wrapped up.

My feelings for The Fame Game series have changed so much since I read the first novel. Now that

I've finished Infamous, I have to say that it was great to see the characters grow and evolve, but I



was a bit disappointed by the subdued drama in the plot. Nevertheless, the writing style is very

engaging and I just flew through it.When I first read The Fame Game, I thought Kate would be my

favorite character and expected her to be exactly like Jane Roberts/Lauren Conrad. Maybe Kate

was at first, but by the time Infamous came around she bore almost no resemblance to the girl I

liked so much in The Fame Game. Similarly, I really thought I would love Carmen, but she was

basically just a backstabbing bitch. One of those girls who thinks they're doing the right thing and

honestly does mean well, but is just too selfish to truly care about anyone but themselves. The

character that surprised me the most, however, was Madison.I absolutely hated Madison in L.A

Candy--she was a selfish, back-stabbing social climber. These qualities never fully disappeared in

The Fame Game, but Madison evolved into a much more compassionate and caring person. We

see why she put up so many walls and was willing to do whatever it took to ensure her success.

She was by far my favorite character in the series and she had the most depth. Those who read

L.A. Candy will remember all of the drama that occurred--Jane Roberts constantly being betrayed

by everyone, on camera surprises, etc. Where was that in Infamous? When I finished reading

Infamous, I was actually thinking to myself, "is this the really end?" because nothing really happens.

It does put a nice bow on all of the plot lines, but that's really it. There were hardly any new story

lines and the ones that were there were surprisingly boring.While Infamous was sufficiently lacking

in the plot department, I really enjoyed seeing where the characters ended up--particularly Madison.

Even though the plot wasn't great, the writing kept me entertained and I didn't really want to put the

book down. The ending was so lackluster that the series is practically begging for a fourth book, but

since all of the plot points have been resolved there isn't really any place for a sequel to go unless

there is an entirely new spin off series.
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